IDEAS OF BIRTH AND PRE-NATAL LIFE
often only substitutes for the real problem which so insistently
demands solution—the problem of the origin of men—and are
shown to be of little importance in themselves by the listless
and uninterested way in which the child frequently receives
the answers that are given him, making them, as he does only
too often, the starting point for fresh questions, the answers to
which prove in their turn to be equally unsatisfying. In all such
questioning the true nature of the real problem is for the most
part kept below the threshold of consciousness,  through the
operation of repressive influences, originating perhaps to some
extent in the natural course of development of the child's own
mind, but probably to a greater degree  due to  the attitude
of his adult environment, which, directly or by implication, has
taught the child to regard such questions as taboo. This notion The forbidden
of the  question  which   is   forbidden  but which  nevertheless    ^vth^nd1
imperiously  demands  an answer is one that is  of frequent       legend
occurrence in myth and legend, the forbidden question often
disclosing itself as one which has reference  to  the birthplace,
parentage or birth of the hero (as for instance in the Lohengrin
legend) or the origin and nature of man in general (as in the
case of CEdipus)1.
Under these circumstances, it may well seem to the child
that his curiosity concerning the process by which he and
other children came into the world could be most satisfactorily
gratified by the experience in his own person of those events
concerning which information is required. The motive thus
aroused will then in many cases add very considerably to the
fascination which the ideas of gestation and birth may already
possess in virtue of their purely sexual significance. The desire
thus satisfied may again in some cases be still further rein-
forced by the notion that the position of the child within the
womb is a favourable one for finding out many things about
the life of the mother and her relations to the father which
may be otherwise difficult to discover; as in the not infrequent
phantasy of observing the sexual act between the parents from
this point of vantage.
1 Rank, "Die Lohengrinsage," 107 ff. "Das Inzestmotiv in Dichtung
und Sage," 261 ff. This however does not exhaust the significance of the
forbidden question motive, another important aspect of which is referred
to later.
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